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COUNCIL MEETING – 8 JULY 2021 

QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 

a Helena Farstad to Cllr Comer-Schwartz, Leader of the Council: 

Does the Councillor believe that we are headed towards a Sixth Mass extinction, 
putting the future of humanity at significant risk, because of our inaction to halt 
biodiversity loss and stop the increase in global temperatures? 

b Lucy Facer to Cllr Champion, Executive Member for Environment & 
Transport: 

Toxic air is killing 25 people prematurely every day in London alone. Recent 
reports show air pollution is damaging male and female fertility and pollution 
particulates have even been found in foetuses. The largest single source of inner 
city toxic air (NO2 and PM) is caused by vehicle movements. Does the councillor 
think it’s time to for Islington to demonstrate it’s commitment to its pedestrian 
priority policy by being the first borough to commit to being an anti-car 
borough, and leading the way in tackling air pollution issues?

c Ernestas Jegorovas to Cllr Ngongo, Executive Member for Children, 
Young People and Families:  

The percentage of 16 & 17 Year old residents who are NEET or ‘Not Known’ has 
gone up, what is the council doing to urgently address this?

d Benali Hamdache to Cllr Champion, Executive Member for Environment 
& Transport: 

Mountgrove Road is in poor repair, with incredibly uneven surfacing that makes 
cycling and driving difficult. What plans does the council have to repair the 
road?
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e Saiqa Pandor to Cllr Shaikh, Executive Member for Inclusive Economy 
& Jobs:

What is the council doing to get local people back into work now that the 
lockdown is beginning to lift?

f Ann Bradford to Cllr Lukes, Executive Member for Community Safety:

Having lived in the borough for many years, recently it appears that there have 
been quite a few episodes of violence locally. Women need to know they can 
feel safe when out and about. What is the Council doing to ensure that women 
are not only safe in our borough, but feel safe too?

g Roderik Gonggrijp to Cllr Champion, Executive Member for 
Environment & Transport:

School Streets are of immense benefit to local communities as they protect 
children’s lives as they make their way to and from school, encourage active 
travel rather than school runs by car and crucially improve air quality especially 
at the times most important during the day. Currently 36 of the 47 primary 
schools have a School Street schemes in place. However only 15 of these were 
consulted on prior, the remaining 21, like my local one at Tufnell Park Primary 
and The Bridge School were put in place as part the council’s People Friendly 
Streets Programme with an 18-month Experimental Traffic Order. The School 
Streets are hugely popular with schools, parents and children. 

Can the councillor assure parents that these schemes are not at risk when the 
18-month period expires?

h Jimmy Bell to Cllr Lukes, Executive Member for Community Safety: 

As we are still responding to the pandemic and the infection numbers are rapidly 
rising nationally I would like to ask, what is Islington Council doing to help 
engage all parts of our community, both when responding to Covid and also to 
rolling out the vaccine locally? 

It is important every part of our community is contacted and encouraged to 
participate in order to make sure the response is the best it can be.
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i Vanessa Carson to Cllr Turan, Executive Member for Health and Social 
Care: 

What support are you giving to Young Minds in their campaign to fund mental 
health hubs in Islington? 

Further information is available from: 
https://youngminds.org.uk/get-involved/campaign-with-us/fund-the-hubs/

j John Ackers to Cllr Champion, Executive Member for Environment & 
Transport:

Policy 3C of Appendix One of the Islington Transport Strategy (draft) says the 
phasing out of resident and business parking permits for diesel and petrol 
vehicles by 2030 is being investigated.  I very much welcome this because it 
would make the Council's zero carbon ambitions and intentions very clear. 
 
Could the Council investigate phasing out new permits for the most polluting 
vehicles in Band M starting in 2023 and move up to Band A, the smallest 
vehicles, by 2030?  Requests for replacement permits would also be declined but 
starting two years later (e.g. in 2025 for B and M). This avoids a single dramatic 
deadline. Exemptions could be considered for blue badge holders, key workers, 
and/or very low annual mileage vehicles (as declared on MOT entries). Charges 
for residents parking permits for EVs should be ramped up over the same time 
frame.
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COUNCIL MEETING – 8 JULY 2021 

QUESTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 

a Cllr Heather to Cllr Shaikh, Executive Member for Inclusive Economy 
and Jobs:  

I have been raising for some time now the problems being caused in the 
borough by the platform business model when it is used, in the main, to deliver 
fast food to customers’ premises.

In my ward the activities of the moped delivery drivers who are used to provide 
this service late into the evening and early morning are causing anti-social 
behaviour and safety hazards for local residents and the public, including: noise, 
road traffic offences, unsafe driving, illegal parking, riding on the pavement, 
pollution, urination and defecation in public spaces, and fighting and threatening 
behaviour. This is proving a particular problem at the Nags Head Town Centre in 
relation to deliveries from the 24 hour McDonalds store in Seven Sisters Road, 
where the council is conducting a licence review due to the high level of 
complaints made by local residents and the Finsbury Park ward councillors.

The underlying cause of the problem here is the platform business delivery 
model being operated from business locations that do not have the infrastructure 
to provide the service without causing vast negative impacts on the people who 
live and shop in the surrounding area. There is also an issue in that the delivery 
drivers are not employed by the fast food stores themselves, making it very 
difficult for them to manage and control the drivers. It is very clear that currently 
the council do not have sufficient powers to regulate this type of business activity 
to protect the amenity and safety of residents and the public. And this business 
model operated in inappropriate locations also presents problems for the 
delivery drivers too. 

What steps are the council taking to address these issues?
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b Cllr Russell to Cllr Ward, Executive Member for Housing and 
Development: 

Between 2014 and 2018 Islington Council bought and installed 2,700 Glass 
Reinforced Plastic (GRP) front doors from the now-dissolved Masterdor 
company, spending £3,400,000.

The roll-out was halted in 2018 after safety concerns emerged in the wake of 
the Grenfell Tower disaster.

Tests were carried out and results released by the government in February last 
year showed the fire resistance of the doors was only 15 minutes, as opposed to 
the 30 minutes advertised by the company.

In February 2021 you told me that the front door replacement programme was 
delayed by the pandemic but that you had managed to replace 600 doors since 
the start of the pandemic and were working to catch-up.
 
What is the current total of doors replaced and what is the current expected 
completion date for replacing the non-compliant front doors?
 

c Cllr Russell to Cllr Comer-Schwartz, Leader of the Council:  

Congratulations on your appointment as Leader of the Council. When you first 
became Leader you said:  “I love Islington and will continue working hard to 
make our borough a fairer place by aspiring, improving and empowering 
Islington.” 

How will you do this and is there anything that you hope Islington residents will 
notice about the way you lead the council?"

d Cllr Nathan to Cllr Shaikh, Executive Member for Inclusive Economy & 
Jobs: 

As the Council's Small Business, Co-ops and Social Enterprise Champion, I'm 
all too aware of the role Islington's night time and cultural venues play in the 
social and economic well-being of our borough. However, they are the 
institutions which have suffered most from the Government's delay to the easing 
of Covid restrictions and the subsequent failure to offer financial support to 
affected businesses. 

Can you let me know what the Council is doing to support these venues to 
survive during the current restrictions and then fully reopen when possible?
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e Cllr Ibrahim to Cllr Lukes, Executive Member for Community Safety:  

As a local Covid-19 Health Champion, I am very aware of the impact the 
pandemic has had on our borough. The NHS vaccine roll-out has shown the 
merits of genuine public services run for the benefit of local people. 

However, we know that some communities in Islington have been slower to 
take-up the vaccine than others. Can you let me know what the Council is doing 
to increase uptake among these communities, as well as making vaccines as 
easily available as possible to keep Islington safe?

f Cllr Ismail to Cllr Gill, Executive Member for Finance and Performance: 
  
In the last 2 years - how many black ethnic minority senior staff and corporate 
directors that were employed in Islington Council and the percent that were 
promoted to senior staff and corporate directors? 

g Cllr Ismail to Cllr O’Halloran, Executive Member for Community 
Development: 
  
I think the way the Council funds the voluntary and community sector needs to 
be reformed, do you agree, and how will you reform?
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COUNCIL MEETING – 8 JULY 2021 

NOTICES OF MOTION

 
Motion 1: Making Islington a Borough of Sanctuary

Moved by Cllr Santiago Bell-Bradford
Seconded by Cllr Valerie Bossman-Quarshie

This Council notes:

 The Conservative government’s “Hostile Environment” policies which 
deliberately make it harder for refugees, asylum seekers, and those who 
cannot prove their right to remain in the UK.

 The Government’s cruel treatment of the Windrush Generation which has 
forced many Islington residents, including several who were born in the UK, to 
go through unnecessary amounts of distress, with some being deported.

 That the Council has supported 137 asylum and migrant households since the 
start of the pandemic in March 2020, who have No Recourse to Public Funds 
due to their immigration status. The Council receives no funding from Central 
Government to support these households.

 The Council has consistently highlighted to the government the impact of 
underfunding the immigration system. This underfunding results in delayed 
decision making on applications, unjustifiably high and unreasonable fees for 
immigration applications and the harsh reality of being excluded from fully 
participating in society for those who are granted leave to remain in the UK but 
who have No Recourse to Public Funds.  

 The further difficulties the pandemic has brought for refugees and migrants, 
including insecure work, lack of access to decent housing and digital exclusion. 

 That in December 2020, Islington Council refused to co-operate with the 
Conservative Government’s policy to make sleeping rough grounds for 
deportation.

This Council further notes:

 That Islington should celebrates our borough’s rich diversity and welcomes 
everybody, regardless of their background. The Council recognises the 
contribution of refugees, migrants and those seeking sanctuary to the Borough 
of Islington. We are committed to welcoming and including them in all of our 
activities and actively seek ways in which we can support them. 
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 That, throughout the pandemic, Islington Council’s support services, such as 
the We Are Islington helpline, have been open to anyone who has needed 
them, no matter their immigration status.

 The Council’s recent celebrations of Refugee Week 2021 in which we publicly 
shared and celebrated the contribution of refugees and migrants in Islington.

 That the Council has worked with local partners to bridge the digital divide 
during the pandemic, distributing more than 6,000 laptops to families to 
support with remote learning and helping with access to online services.

 That the Council is committed to our refugee and migrant communities. We 
support the initiative to make Islington a recognised ‘Borough of Sanctuary,’ 
welcoming those fleeing violence and persecution and offering them safety.

This Council resolves to:

 Join a network of cities and towns which promote the inclusion and welfare of 
people who are fleeing violence and persecution in their own countries and 
become a recognised “Borough of Sanctuary”

 Work with community groups to harness public support to help and support 
refugees, migrants and asylum seekers in Islington.

 Continue to celebrate the contribution of refugee and migrant communities to 
Islington.

 Continue to work with organisations in the borough who support refugees, 
asylum seekers and migrants in the borough.

 Challenge anti-refugee and anti-migrant attitudes wherever they are found.
 Continue to lobby the government to reform the No Recourse to Public Funds 

condition so that people are no longer blocked from fully participating in society 
for years while they wait for their status to be resolved. We will continue to put 
pressure on Central Government to put in place a fully-functional Windrush 
Compensation Scheme.

 Work with local businesses and community partners to further tackle the digital 
divide, provide affordable access to online services and look at ways to donate 
IT devices locally to those in need, rather than scrapping them. 
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Motion 2: Keeping the NHS in public hands

Moved by Cllr Nurullah Turan
Seconded by Cllr Anjna Khurana

This Council notes:

 That local people have relied on the NHS throughout the pandemic, treating 
unwell patients, looking after the most vulnerable and maintaining vital services

 The heroism of the doctors, nurses and all other NHS staff who have been on 
the frontline against the virus

 The backdoor selling-off and privatisation of the NHS and other public services 
by the Conservative Government since 2010, as well as Government austerity 
which has stripped the NHS of funding and many vital services

 The success of the NHS vaccine roll-out which has seen thousands of people in 
Islington receive a Covid-19 vaccination and preventing many from serious 
illness

 The failure of the £37 billion privatised Test, Track and Trace system which, in 
December 2020, the National Audit Office found had “not met a target to 
provide results within 24 hours for tests carried out in person in the 
community” and in October last year, only 60% of contacts of those who had 
tested positive were being traced

 How the difference between the results of the NHS vaccine roll-out and the 
Serco Test, Track and Trace service shows the substantial benefit of publically-
run and publically-owned public services rather 

 That, since 2010, Islington Council has brought over £380m of services back in-
house including housing repairs, waste and recycling and temporary 
accommodation, providing better services for local people, better value for 
money for the Council and better pay and conditions for workers

 How Government contracts for Covid-19 services have often been given to 
friends of Government ministers and advisors, without due process, including 
the contract given to Public First for services which the High Court ruled 
unlawful

 Concerns from local people and GP member organisations about Government 
plans to pool patient medical records onto a database and share them with 
academic and commercial third parties 

 That, in 1946, the Labour Government founded the NHS through the National 
Health Service Act

This Council further notes: 

 The takeover of AT Medics by Operose, a subsidiary of US-based health 
insurance company Centene, which has meant the takeover of 49 GP surgeries, 
including Mitchison Road Surgery and Hanley Road Primary Care Centre in 
Islington
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 The concern held by many local people about the creeping privatisation of local 
NHS services and what this could mean for their patient care and privacy of 
patient records

 Letters from Cllr Nurullah Turan and former Council Leader Richard Watts to 
the Secretary of State for Health to oppose the Centene takeover and the lack 
of response so far

 Early Day Motion 1628, tabled in the House of Commons by Apsana Begum 
MP, expressing alarm at the takeover by Operose and calling for “the NHS to 
be returned to a publicly funded, publicly provided, comprehensive health care 
service, available to all that is free at the point of delivery”

 Central Government’s decision to delay the deadline to opt-out of pooling of 
medical records until 1st September 

This Council resolves to: 

 Continue campaigning to keep the NHS in public hands and to stop the 
backdoor privatisation of NHS services, because public services are always best 
run in public hands

 Work with local MPs and the local CCG to stop any further Conservative 
Government selling off of local NHS services following Operose’s takeover of 49 
GP surgeries

 Continue supporting our local NHS services to roll-out the Covid-19 vaccine to 
local people and keep Islington safe

 Work with North Central London CCG to inform local people of the pooling of 
patient medical records and ensure patients are aware of how they can opt-out

 Continue seeking to bring local services back in-house where possible, such as 
housing repairs, including Partners for Improvement 

 Write to the Secretary of State for Health again, to set out local people’s 
concerns regarding the Centene takeover of AT Medics and to call for local NHS 
services to be run for the benefit of the public, not for profit. 
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Motion 3: Making Islington homes safe and secure

Moved by Cllr Toby North
Seconded by Cllr Jason Jackson  

 This Council notes: 
 The tragic Grenfell Tower fire in 2017 which killed 72 people and left many 

others injured and homeless
 The role which highly flammable ‘Aluminium Composite Material’ (ACM) 

cladding played in the spread of the fire at Grenfell and the concerns which 
were raised at the Grenfell Inquiry about the way external wall systems were 
designed, tested and sold

 The Government has been slow to force building owners to take remedial 
action on unsafe cladding and other fire safety hazards and has not provided 
sufficient compensation funds to cover all situations where remediation is 
required

 The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and the UK Council of 
Mortgage Lenders agreed the industry External Wall System fire review and 
certification process resulting in what is known as an EWS1 form

 Central Government has failed to provide the necessary support for 
leaseholders to get the form completed, as well as a national shortage of 
independent professionals that are both suitably technically qualified and have 
a suitable level of professional indemnity insurance, only around 300 
nationwide

 Lenders are not consistently applying the RICS guidance on the use of, or 
outcome of EWS1 forms. 

 Subsequently, residents and leaseholders through no fault of their own are 
being left in potentially ruinous limbo unable to mortgage properties, re-
mortgage and therefore unable to buy and sell. This is fundamentally holding 
up people’s lives, costing Islington residents money they shouldn’t have to pay 
and putting local people through unnecessary stress

 That while legislation has been passed, Central Government has failed to take 
responsibility for the cost of making necessary changes to existing buildings, 
nor has mandated freeholders or construction companies to cover the cost, 
leaving many Islington leaseholders with extortionate bills to make their homes 
safe

 The Conservative Government’s piecemeal announcement in February 2021 for 
remedial work and funding which is estimated to cover only a third of the work 
needed

 The impact of the fire safety scandal on residents of the Packington Estate 
which, having been sold off by the previous Liberal Democrat Council and 
rebuilt, has been found to have issues with fire safety measures. This has left 
many residents uncertain whether they will be facing large costs for works, and 
with a waking watch across the estate for 24 hours a day.
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This Council further notes: 

 That Conservative MPs have voted against amendments in the House of 
Commons on five occasions, all of which would have protected leaseholders 
from the cost of remedial work on buildings

 That fourteen separate companies and individuals with links to construction 
companies using ACM cladding on buildings have donated nearly £4m to the 
Conservatives since 2006

 The hard work of Cllr Diarmaid Ward, Islington Council’s Executive Member 
for Housing and Development, alongside local Islington Labour councillors, 
to stand up for leaseholders, including writing a letter to Grainger with 
Jeremy Corbyn MP to oppose the costs of remedial work at Tiltman Place 
being passed onto leaseholders and writing to Hyde Housing about the 
Packington Estate in April 2021

 The undue stress and anxiety this issue has caused local people across 
Islington through no fault of their own

This Council resolves to: 

 Continue pressure on Central Government, including working with our local 
MPs, to provide the necessary funding to make every building in Islington safe 
from dangerous cladding and other fire safety risks, at no cost to leaseholders

 Adopt the 10 asks of the End Our Cladding Scandal campaign
1. Urgent removal of all dangerous cladding 
2. Building Safety Fund must cover all buildings
3. Government should provide money up front & recover from responsible 

parties
4. Social Housing providers must have full & equal access to fund
5. Building owners must be honest with fire safety defects
6. Government should cover cost of interim safety measures
7. Government should act as insurer & underwrite premiums
8. Replace EWS
9. Mental health support must be offered to affected residents
10.Protect residents from historic & future costs

 Adopt the sensible recommendation of the Housing, Communities and Local 
Government Select Committee that the EWS1 process could be reformed to 
unlock the housing market whilst keeping residents safe 

 To continue to support and advocate on behalf of residents who have been 
failed by this Tory government’s failure to address the cladding and fire safety 
scandal. 
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Motion 4: Democratic participation and the coronavirus pandemic

Moved by Cllr Caroline Russell  

This council notes: 

 The Local Authorities and Police and Crime Panels (Coronavirus) (Flexibility of 
Local Authority and Police and Crime Panel Meetings) (England and Wales) 
Regulations 2020 (“Regulations”) were brought in on 4 April 2020 under 
powers granted by section 78 of the Coronavirus Act 2020 to allow local 
authorities to deal with the challenges of holding physical meetings during the 
coronavirus pandemic. The Regulations were stated to apply until 7 May 2021. 

 The Regulations allowed for local authorities to hold meetings remotely, for 
example through digital conference software (e.g. Zoom) or telephone 
conference calls.  

 Confirmation was provided by the Government to council leaders that the 
emergency legislation concerning remote meetings would only be in place until 
6 May 2021. 

 Hertfordshire County Council, the Association of Democratic Service Officers 
and Lawyers in Local Government brought an action asking the High Court to 
decide whether Schedule 12, Local Government Act 1972 should be interpreted 
as allowing for virtual meetings, as the legislation was passed at a time when 
virtual meetings could not have been envisaged. 

This council further notes:  

 The High Court on 23 April 2021 held that meetings cannot be held remotely 
under the Local Government Act 1972 and extending the Regulations would 
require further emergency legislation. 

 The judgement highlighted the importance of being clear on attendance 
requirements at council meetings to ensure council decisions are validly taken, 
i.e. whether a meeting was quorate, or whether the majority vote had been 
achieved.  

 The Court stated that local authority meetings must take place at a single, 
specified geographical location and that attending a meeting means ‘physical 
presence at that location’. 

 4 May 2021, the High Court clarified the outstanding question of whether a 
meeting is either “open to the public” or “held in public” if the only form of 
access to the public is via a remote connection. It was held that given the 
importance given to “physical attendance” following the initial judgement for 
this matter, “open to public” or “held in public” means that councils will be 
required to allow people to attend in person at the meeting venue. However, it 
was noted that this does not prevent councils from broadcasting a meeting via 
webcam, and councils would still need to take into account Government 
guidance on Covid-19 safety measures, which could mean restricting the 
number of attendees. 
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This council agrees: 

 Remote participation by elected councillors and members of the public during 
the pandemic made our meetings more inclusive.  

 Council members and Islington residents have benefitted in convenience, from 
being able to dial in to meetings from home.  

 In the midst of an ongoing pandemic, the availability of remote meetings has 
also helped ensure that essential council business continued whilst also 
prioritising the health and safety of attendees. 

 All elected councillors should be able to contribute and play their part in Full 
Council meetings even if not accommodated in the chamber for Covid-19 safety 
reasons.

 
This council resolves: 

 To ensure council meetings are inclusive, to write to Robert Jenrick MP Minister 
for Housing, Communities and Local Government to request a change in the 
law to enable councils to resume holding fully hybrid meetings. 

 To continue to broadcast Full Council and Committee meetings. 
 Until the law is updated, to make every effort to enable participation of elected 

councillors and members of the public in our meetings with a cross party 
agreement about formal decision making. 
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Motion 5: Climate and Ecological Emergency Bill  

Moved by Cllr Caroline Russell  

This Council notes:

 that we have cross party, declared a climate and ecological emergency, joined 
the UK100 alliance (https://www.uk100.org/ ) of councils and have published 
“Vision 2030: Building a Net Zero Carbon Islington by 2030”, a biodiversity 
strategy and a transport strategy.  

This Council also notes:

 that there is a Bill before Parliament—the Climate and Ecological Emergency Bill 
(published as the “Climate and Ecology Bill”)—according to which the 
Government must develop an emergency strategy to limit global temperature 
increase to 1.5 degrees C above pre-industrial levels.  

This Council further notes:

 the CEE Bill requires that the UK plays its fair and proper role in reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions consistent with limiting global temperature increase 
to 1.5 degrees C above pre-industrial temperatures; and 

 ensures that all the UK’s consumption emissions are accounted for; 
 protects and restores biodiverse habitats along overseas supply chains; 
 restores and regenerates the UK’s depleted soils, wildlife habitats and 

species populations to healthy and robust states, maximising their 
capacity to absorb CO2 and their resistance to climate heating; 

 sets up an independent Citizens’ Assembly, representative of the UK’s 
population, to engage with Parliament and Government and  

This Council therefore resolves to:

 Support the Climate and Ecological Emergency Bill, through encouraging local 
MPs to support this bill in Parliament, and through writing to the CEE Bill 
Alliance, 

Further, Council resolves to continue cross party work on climate with the UK100, and 
pledges to:

 assess our largest impacts on climate change, prioritise where action needs to 
be taken and measure and monitor progress towards targets. 

 reduce our emissions at source and limit the use of carbon offsets as part of 
the global effort to avoid the worst impacts of climate change; 

 Continue cross party work to ensure Carbon Neutrality by 2030, including 
through joining lobbying calls of the UK100 partnership of local government. 
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